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Abstract—Texture development as a function of film thickness (5–980 nm) was investigated for two series of Co$_8$Cr$_{19}$ films. In general, the films were strongly textured. The orientation ratio, OR, was used to describe the strength of the texture. Experimental data showed that for the Series A films (5–200 nm), the OR value increased with increasing film thickness, while for Series B films (46–980 nm), the OR, as a function of the film thickness described a single peak curve, with its maximum near 130 nm. The calculated local orientation ratios OR$_l$ for both the Series A and B films had maxima near 110 nm. The strain in Co–Cr films also changes with the film thickness. In the case of the Series B films, the strain along the film normal gradually changed from a tensile to a compressive strain with increasing film thickness, and near 130 nm the film was in a stress-free condition. It was also discovered that for Co–Cr films thinner than 46 nm, the aspect ratio of the grains approaches 1 and the typical columnar structure of grains is not observed, although (0002) fibre texture still exists.

INTRODUCTION

It is important to understand the nucleation mechanism and the process of grain growth in thin films as the developed microstructure will control the resulting magnetic properties. At present, the magnetic thin films used in both longitudinal and perpendicular recording media are polycrystalline and have a thickness in the range of 15–240 nm [1], [2], and recent increases in the recording density of magnetic disks pushes this range to even thinner films. The magnetic and mechanical properties of these thin films can vary, depending on the condition of the film-deposition process, the composition, the microstructure, the grain morphology and the texture.

Previous investigations [6], [9]–[12] have demonstrated that Co–Cr films display a columnar microstructure with strong degree of alignment of the C-axis in the direction perpendicular to the film normal. The high degree of texture in Co–Cr films plays a major role in optimizing their magnetic properties.

There is clear experimental evidence [5]–[7] that Co–Cr film texture is closely related to the choice of the substrate and/or seedlayer. In general, the dispersion of the orientation of the hcp C-axis formed by the “layer-island” growth mechanism is smaller than that for the “island” growth mechanism. It has been shown [6] that for specimens with a Co–Cr/Si structure, the growth of the columnar grains can be described by the “layer-island” growth mechanism.

Texture develops as a result of competition between nuclei and grains having different orientation. In order to describe the growth mechanism, the textural evolution and changes in strain were studied for five Series of Co–Cr films. Our research concentrated on the investigation of the following:

a) The textural changes as a function of the film thickness for Co–Cr films having the same average composition.

b) The textural changes in films having different compositions, but having the same thickness.

c) The influence of the substrate and/or seedlayer on the texture of Co–Cr films with the same thickness.

d) The influence of different preparation methods (i.e., both sputtering and two-beam obliquely co-evaporation methods) on the textural evolution.

e) The correlation between textural development, strain distribution and magnetic properties in Co–Cr films.

In this report, we describe the textural evolution with the thickness for Co$_8$Cr$_{19}$ films. Research on other topics will be reported in other papers [10], [12].

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Two series of Co$_8$Cr$_{19}$ films, obtained by sputtering, were chosen to investigate textural evolution and the change in strain with film thickness. The average nominal composition for all tested specimens was Co$_8$Cr$_{19}$. The preparation conditions were as follows: $P_v$ (Argon pressure) = $4 \times 10^{-3}$ mbar, voltage, $V_{rf}$ = 1.6 kV and $T_s$ (substrate temperature) = 150°C. The Series A and B films were deposited on Ge/SiO$_2$/Si and Si substrates. The thickness of the films and the surface roughness were measured using STM (scanning tunneling microscope) and AFM (atomic force microscope) methods. The thicknesses for Series A and B are in the range of 5–200 nm and 46–980 nm, respectively. The maximum surface roughness for the thinnest films is about 6 nm and increases with increasing film thickness up to about 50 nm. The magnetic properties were measured by a VSM and a torque magnetometer. The maximum applied field was about 840 kA/m. The coercivities $H_c$ for all tested films...
range from 4 to 96 kA/m. The most relevant properties of the two Series of Co$_{81}$Cr$_{19}$ films are presented in Tables 1 and 2. $R_{\perp}$ is the squareness ratio ($M_{\perp}/M_{\parallel}$) in the direction normal to the film plane. $H_{\perp}$ and $H_{\parallel}$ are the coercivities in the direction normal to the film and the in-plane direction, respectively.

To investigate the crystallographic texture, all specimens were first measured using a Rigaku diffractometer (Cu-K$_\alpha$ radiation) to determine the crystalline structure. The (0002) pole figure of the same specimens were then measured using a Siemens D-500 texture goniometer (Mo-K$_\alpha$ radiation). The measured pole figures show a strong maxima in the central part, and this range was then re-measured over 12° angular intervals as a function of the specimen tilt angle $\alpha$ (i.e., the radial angle of the pole figure). The ratio $OR_c(\alpha, \beta)$ of the pole density $F(\alpha, \beta)$ of the film to the pole density of a random specimen was used to evaluate the orientation ratio using the following expression:

$$OR_c(\alpha, \beta) = \frac{1}{\alpha_1 - \alpha_2} \int_{\alpha_1}^{\alpha_2} \int_{\beta_1}^{\beta_2} F(\alpha, \beta) \, d\alpha \, d\beta,$$

where $\beta$ is the circumferential angle of the pole figure. In our case, the value of $F(\alpha, \beta)$ is assumed to be equal to the value of $F(\alpha)$, since the texture in the $\alpha$-Co phase exhibits high degree of rotational symmetry around the film normal. For the sake of convenience, the maximum of the $OR_c(\alpha, \beta)$ value defined in (1) will be called the orientation ratio $OR_c$ of the crystallites for the (0002) plane.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

The measured relation between the columnar diameter and thickness for Series B films is illustrated in Fig. 1. As expected, the diameter of the columnar grain increases with increasing film thickness in the range of 46–980 nm, but the rate of increase of this diameter for films thinner than 200 nm is much higher than that in films thicker than this. Thus during the initial stages of grain growth, the grains grow fastest in the direction parallel to the film surface but this growth rate gradually decreases and approaches a saturation value for film thicknesses greater than 500 nm. Similar results were also reported in reference [15].

Two columnar growth mechanisms have been observed. In the first case cross-sectional TEM and SEM-micrographs showed [6], [11] that the columns in sputtered Co–Cr films stretch straight upwards and have a near constant diameter along the columnar length. Other SEM investigations [15] have shown that the columns increase slightly in diameter towards the film surface from bottom to top. The grains in our specimens belonged to this category of conically shaped columns. Since the columnar grains were observed growing throughout the thickness of all specimens it is reasonable to assume that the length of a column in a Co–Cr film is equal to the film thickness. Based on this assumption the ratio $T/D$ of the grain length $T$ to diameter $D$, the "aspect ratio," was calculated. As shown in Fig. 2, the aspect ratio as a function of the film thickness for the Series B films exhibited a linear relationship for films up to about 1000 nm. As the thickness decreased to 40 nm, the aspect ratio approaches 1 and the grains tend to form an equiaxed crystallite structure.

Diffraction spectra were used to identify crystallographic phases in the films. Typical diffraction spectra for specimens $A_1$ (100 nm) and $A_2$ (5 nm) are shown in Figs. 3 and 4(a), respectively. To distinguish between the diffraction spectra of the Co–Cr film and the Si substrate, the diffraction spectrum for the Si substrate is shown in Fig. 4(b). It can be observed from these diffraction patterns that the (0002) and (0004) maxima for hcp $\alpha$-Co structures are identified. The (200) and (400) maxima of the cubic structure of the Si substrate can also be identified. Furthermore, the FCC diffraction maxima for the CoO phase can be identified by the presence of (220) planes.

**TABLE I**

**PROPERTIES FOR SERIES A CO$_{81}$Cr$_{19}$ FILMS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Thickness (nm)</th>
<th>$M_r$ (kA/m)</th>
<th>$H_{\perp}$ (kA/m)</th>
<th>$H_{\parallel}$ (kA/m)</th>
<th>$K_1$ (kJ/m$^3$)</th>
<th>$R_{\perp}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A_1$</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_2$</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_3$</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_4$</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_5$</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>47.2</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_6$</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>69.9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE II**

**PROPERTIES FOR SERIES B CO$_{81}$Cr$_{19}$ FILMS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Thickness (nm)</th>
<th>$M_r$ (kA/m)</th>
<th>$H_{\perp}$ (kA/m)</th>
<th>$H_{\parallel}$ (kA/m)</th>
<th>$K_1$ (kJ/m$^3$)</th>
<th>$R_{\perp}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$B_1$</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B_2$</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B_3$</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>445</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B_4$</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B_5$</td>
<td>980</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Varying the film thickness shifts the peak (0002). For both series a systematic increase in the (0002) peak position is observed with increasing film thickness, as is shown by experimental data in Tables III and IV. Two possible effects could influence this (0002) peak position shift. The first [14] is the existence of an FCC CO phase in the Co$_8$Cr$_{12}$ films. In our case, however, the measured diffraction spectra can not furnish any evidence to support this case. The other explanation for the peak shift is the existence of internal stresses within the films. When a Co–Cr film is subjected to a tensile or compressive stress, the lattice plane spacing in the grains will change from their stress-free value to a new value corresponding to the magnitude and sign of the applied stress. This macrostrain leads to a shift of the diffraction lines to new 20 positions. Internal stress in a CO-Cr film is usually closely related to the type of the substrate and/or the seed-layer.

Based on the peak-shift data listed in Tables III and IV, and diffraction pattern of annealed powders, the strain in the films can be calculated. The calculated strain $\varepsilon$ is plotted as a function of film thickness in Fig. 5. For Series B films, as the thickness increases, the sign of the strain $\varepsilon$ along the film normal gradually changes from positive to negative. Thus the thinner films are subjected to a tensile strain, and films thicker than 130 nm are under a compressive strain. In the vicinity of 130 nm, then, the film is in a near stress-free condition. For Series A films, the strain decreases monotonically with increasing thickness, and in the vicinity of 200 nm the strain is almost equal to zero. It can be concluded from these results that the magnitude and sign of the strain in Co–Cr films are strongly influenced by the film thickness.

There are a number of possible explanations as to the origin of stress in the films. One is a perpendicular surface relaxation [17], [19] which results from a charge redistribution at the film surface due to the lowered symmetry of the surface electronic structure. In our case, the surface layer seems to experience a biaxial tensile strain when compared to the spatial distribution of the strain in the interior of the film. This observation is supported by the surface layer strain versus thickness curve plotted in Fig. 5. Here, the surface strain $\varepsilon_c$ was calculated by analysing the peak shift of the FCC (220) COO phase. Auger depth profiling has proven [20]–[21] that at the outer surface (= 6 Å) of a Co–Cr film only the CoO and CoCr phases are present, while the inner oxide mainly consists of Cr$_2$O$_3$.

Another explanation for the observed film stress may be due to planar lattice misfits which may originate from a mismatch of the lattice spacing in the interfacial layer between the Co–Cr film and the Si substrate, as well as the Ge seedlayer if present. One last possible explanation may be that the planar film strain is caused by varying thermal expansion coefficients between the Co–Cr film and the substrate.

At present, there is no strong experimental evidence
TABLE III
THE DEPENDENCE OF THE PEAK SHIFT OF (0002) PLANES ON THE THICKNESS FOR SERIES A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>A₁</th>
<th>A₂</th>
<th>A₃</th>
<th>A₄</th>
<th>A₅</th>
<th>A₆</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thickness (nm)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2θ (degree)</td>
<td>44.12°</td>
<td>44.35°</td>
<td>44.36°</td>
<td>44.45°</td>
<td>44.46°</td>
<td>44.49°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV
THE DEPENDENCE OF THE PEAK SHIFT OF (0002) PLANES ON THE THICKNESS FOR SERIES B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>B₁</th>
<th>B₂</th>
<th>B₃</th>
<th>B₄</th>
<th>B₅</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thickness (nm)</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2θ (degree)</td>
<td>43.84°</td>
<td>44.49°</td>
<td>44.73°</td>
<td>44.84°</td>
<td>44.91°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

pointing out which one, or combination of, these factors exert a dominant influence on the distribution pattern of the strain in the investigation Co₈₅Cr₁₅ films. However, the measured changes in the strain and texture for specimens having different thickness are closely related.

Typical results of the texture measurements are presented in the form of (0002) pole figures in Figs. 6 and 7 for specimen A₅ (100 nm) and A₂ (12 nm). As shown in Fig. 6, the 100 nm film exhibits a very strong texture with a maximum as high as 388 appearing at the centre of the (0002) pole figure. The pole figure consists of a series of very closely packed equal density curves in the centre which indicates a high degree of rotational symmetry. This demonstrates that the (0002) plane is aligned parallel to the specimen surface. Pole figures for the remainder of the Series A and B films have a very similar texture to that of the 100 nm thick film, the exception being that the strength of the texture varies.

To evaluate the magnitude of the orientation ratio and to determine the influence of texture development on the material magnetic properties, more precise distributions of the crystallographic orientation for all tested films were measured using the Siemens texture goniometer. Typical distribution curves of the (0002) poles in the vicinity of the film normal are shown in Figs. 8 and 9.

Using the measured pole density distribution and (1), the normalized orientation ratio \( OR_{(a)} \) of the (0002) crystallographic planes can be calculated in random units. The angular dependence of the orientation ratio \( OR_{(a)} \) for Series A and B films is presented in Figs. 10 and 11. It can be seen from Fig. 10 that, as the thickness increases
from 5 to 200 nm for Series A films, the orientation ratio $OR_c$ (maximum of $OR_c(\alpha)$) monotonically increases from 3.5 to 44. In the thinnest film of 5 nm the aspect ratio is close to 1, and grains are equiaxed. However, even in this film, the orientation ratio reaches 3.5, implying that (0002) texture is present, although the grains of the film do not exhibit a typical columnar shape.

Two important parameters are obtained from the angular dependence of the orientation ratio of the films: the peak value $OR_c$, reflecting the strength of (0002) texture and the $\Delta \alpha 50$ FWHM (full width-half maximum of the angular dependence of the $OR_c$ curve), reflecting the dispersion of the C-axis. To obtain high quality perpendicular recording media, it is expected that a Co–Cr film should have the highest possible $OR_c$ value and the lowest possible $\Delta \alpha 50$. The dependence of the peak orientation ratio $OR_c$ on the thickness is plotted in Fig. 12 for both Series A and B films. For Series A films (5–200 nm), $OR_c$ value increases constantly with increasing film thickness. For the Series B films, however, there is an optimum thickness where the maximum $OR_c$ value appears near 130 nm. On the other hand, the dependence of $\Delta \alpha 50$ on the thickness in Fig. 13 shows that the optimum thickness, where the smallest $\Delta \alpha 50$ value is present, is at 50 nm and 80 nm for the Series A and B films. Thus the highest orientation ratio $OR_c$ and the smallest $\Delta \alpha 50$ value do not appear at the same thickness. A comparison of the magnitude of changes in the orientation ratio $OR_c$ and $\Delta \alpha 50$ shows that the relative changes of $OR_c$ are much larger than those of $\Delta \alpha 50$. For example, for Series A films, when the film thickness changes from 5 to 200 nm, the relative change of $OR_c$ is as high as 12.6, but the change rate of $\Delta \alpha 50$ is only 1.7. It will be demonstrated in our next two papers [10], [12] on this subject that the orientation ratio $OR_c$ of the magnetization and the squareness ratio $R_s(M_r/M_s)$ for Co–Cr films are mainly determined by the orientation ratio $OR_c$ of the crystallite, and only slightly influenced by $\Delta \alpha 50$. In view of this, it is recommended that
The resulting orientation ratio \( OR_c \), and \( \Delta \alpha 50 \) value are determined by a balance between grain growth and stacking fault formation. Looking at the measured \( OR_c \) versus thickness curve for Series B films, if the film is thinner than the optimum value of 130 nm, the improvement of crystalline alignment is the dominant factor resulting in an increase of the \( OR_c \) value with increasing thickness. However, for a thickness greater than this optimum value, the number of stacking faults becomes dominant, and the dispersion of the hcp C-axes increases which decreases \( OR_c \).

For an accurate analysis of experimental data, the influence of X-ray absorption (Mo-K\( \alpha \) radiation) on the pole density must be considered. This absorption is a function of thickness for the Series A and B films. The absorption is due to the change in the thickness and the attenuation ratio \( \xi \). The correlation between the normalized orientation ratio \( OR_c(x) \) measured from the samples with changing thickness and the net local orientation ratio \( OR_c(x) \) corresponding to the x-th sublayer, corrected for the effect of X-ray absorption, can then be evaluated by the formulae [22]:

\[
OR_{c,x}(x) = OR_c(x) + \frac{\exp(-\xi x)}{\xi} \int dx
\]

(3)

where \( \alpha \) and \( \theta \) are the radial angles of the pole figure and the Bragg angle, and \( x \) represents the distance of the xth sublayer from the substrate along the film normal. The corrected local orientation ratio \( OR_{c,x} \) of the crystallite as a function of thickness for the Series A and B films is shown in Fig. 12. It can be seen from this figure that both the Series A and B films exhibit almost the same optimum thicknesses near 110 nm.

Experimental data show that for Series A films, the \( OR_{c,x} \) value is always larger than the measured \( OR_c \) value. In the case of Series B films, though the \( OR_{c,x} \) value is larger than the \( OR_c \) value only for thicknesses less than 160 nm. This difference in the pattern of the change in the \( OR_{c,x} \) and \( OR_c \) values for Series A and B films can be attributed to the effect of the different substrates. These results demonstrate that to obtain a high quality Co\(_{81}\)Cr\(_{19}\) film with a high degree of crystallographic orientation, it is important to choose both the optimum film thickness and the proper substrate.

Finally, it is interesting to note that for Series B films both the highest orientation ratio \( OR_{c,max} \) and the lowest strain \( \epsilon_{min} \) are found for films whose thicknesses are about 130 nm. These conditions are very favourable for preparing high quality perpendicular recording media.

**Conclusions**

The following conclusions can be drawn from our experiments:

1) For the Series B Co\(_{81}\)Cr\(_{19}\) films, the diameter of columnar grains increases with increasing thickness, with rapid increases taking place in films thinner than 200 nm. The aspect ratio vs. thickness curve exhibits a linear relation with film thicknesses up to 1000 nm. As the thickness increases from 40 to 1000 nm, the grain shapes gradually changes from equiaxial to conical shape.

2) In all tested films, the (0002) planes are well aligned with the film surface. The texture in the \( \alpha \)-Co phase has a high degree of rotational symmetry around the film normal.
Experimental data shows that for Series B films, the orientation ratio of the (0002) planes as function of the film thickness has a single peak near 130 nm where the orientation ratio OR reaches its maximum value of 44. An analysis of the local orientation ratio OR of the xth sublayers for Series A and B films shows the same optimum thickness (110 nm), where OR values are as high as 48 and 45. In our case, it was found that the orientation ratio OR is the most sensitive measure of the degree of (0002) texture.

Both the orientation ratio OR and the strain ε of the whole film depend strongly on the film thickness. The surface strain, however, is almost independent of the thickness.

The aspect ratios for films thinner than 46 nm is about 1 with no typical columnar structure. However, for these films the number of textured (0002) planes is still about 3-4 times stronger than in a random specimen.
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